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Abstract

2 Corridor Symmetry in MAPF

We consider two new classes of pairwise path symmetries which appear in the context of Multi-Agent
Path Finding (MAPF). The first of them, corridor
symmetry, arises when two agents attempt to pass
through the same narrow passage in opposite directions. The second, target symmetry, arises when the
shortest path of one agent passes through the target location of a second agent after the second agent
has already arrived at it. We propose to break these
symmetries using specialized constraints while preserving optimality. We experimentally show that
our techniques can significantly speed up ConflictBased Search, a state-of-the-art MAPF algorithm.

Corridor symmetry arises when two agents attempt to pass through the same narrow corridor in opposite
directions.

3 Target Symmetry in MAPF
1 Background
Multi-Agent Path Finding (MAPF)
MAPF is the planning problem of finding a set of
paths for a team of agents on a given graph. Each
agent must move in discrete timesteps from a start
location to a target location while avoiding collisions
with other agents.

Target symmetry arises when the shortest path of one agent passes through the target location of a second
agent after the second agent has already arrived at it.
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used to move the inventory pods with the correct bins from
their storage locations to the inventory stations where a pick
worker removes the desired products from the desired bin.
Note that the pod has four faces, and the drive unit may need
to rotate the pod in order to present the correct face. When a
picker is done with a pod, the drive unit stores it in an empty
storage location.
Each station is equipped with a desktop computer that
controls pick lights, barcode scanners, and laser pointers that
are used to identify the pick and put locations. Because every product is scanned in and out of the system, overall picking errors go down, which potentially eliminates the need
for post-picking quality control. In general, every station is
capable of being either a picking station or a replenishment
station. In practice, pick stations will be located near outbound conveyors, and replenishment stations will be located
near pallet drop off points.
The power of the Kiva solution comes from the fact that
it allows every worker to have random access to any inventory in the warehouse. Moreover, inventory can be retrieved
in parallel. When the picker is ﬁlling several boxes at the
same time, the parallel, random access ensures that she is
not waiting on pods to arrive. In fact, by keeping a small
queue of work at the station, the Kiva system delivers a new
pod face every six seconds, which sets a baseline picking
rate of 600 lines per hour.2 Peak rates can exceed 600 lines
per hour when the operator can pick more than one item off
a pod.3
For a large warehouse, the savings in personnel can be
signiﬁcant. Consider, for example, what a Kiva implementation of the book warehouse would involve. A busy bookseller may ship 100,000 boxes a day. With existing automation, this level of output would employ perhaps 75 workers

Breaking Corridor Symmetry with Range
Constraints

Breaking Target Symmetry with Length Constraints

Conflict-Based Search (CBS)
CBS is a state-of-the-art algorithm that solves
MAPF optimally, whose main idea is to plan paths
individually first and resolve collisions afterward.
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Figure 2: A Kiva drive unit and storage pod.

This statistic is based on single unit picks and has been reproduced for extended periods in the Kiva test facility.
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This statistic was veriﬁed when a small Kiva demonstration
system was brought to a drugstore distribution center where operators picked at nearly 700 lines per hour.

Rectangle Symmetry
1755
Rectangle symmetry arises when two agents attempt
to cross each other in an open area while all pairs of
their shortest paths collide somewhere inside a rectangular area.

5 Empirical Evaluation
The figures show the success rate (i.e., the percentage of solved instances within one minute) of CBS with
different symmetry reasoning. R, C, and T is rectangle, corridor, and target symmetry reasoning, respectively.
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